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An Incredibly Sad Time: David & Wanda Brazell Pass Away, Also Leaving Us was Trudie Bell, Bill’s
wife
Tuesday, August 17’s, BBMRA Meeting is Zoom Only
Club will be Electing 2021/22 Officers: Considering Two-Day Show for June 2022
Should BBMRA Continue its Two-Day Show in June 2022? More Pics from 2021
Monthly Articles: Billboard Reefers out of the Past & The History & Operations of the ANRR

• Minutes
Incredibly Sad Time
It is a time of numbing sadness for the Big Bend Model Railroad Association! David Brazell died on August 9 at
Tallahassee Regional Memorial Hospital; David’s wife, Wanda had passed away on July 31. Early this month, Trudie
Bell, Bill’s wife of more than 42 years, died at TMH. Trudie, who was 66, had been in a coma since brain surgery on
July 1. She worked with Bill and the other HO members on their T-Traks during the June show and was hospitalized
the following week for planned surgery.
David and Wanda Brazell became ill about two weeks ago. Wanda was hospitalized first and David a short time later.
David Brazell and Bill Bell have been devoted, friendly and active members of BBMRA for years. We are a close group
and share in each other’s happy times and sadness. Both families have had their lives disrupted forever and we offer
our deep condolences. Andy Zimmerman has more on David and Wanda below.

David Brazell

Bill and Trudie Bell
During the 2021 show

September 1, 1956 – August 9, 2021
Good Friend!
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Club Meetings are Back to Zoom Only for Now
The August meeting Tuesday will be through Zoom only because of the dramatic surge in Covid cases in Tallahassee
and throughout the state, President Andy Zimmerman notified the board. We got together in person – with a Zoom
option – last month for the first time in a year-and-a-half. Andy determined that it is prudent tro return to Zoom only
meetings for the next couple of months.
BBMRA Zoom: Go to Zoom Program or Internet site and use these codes.
Meeting ID: 873 5905 5848, Password:162465
Lionel Interest Group Operating Sessions: Not Sunday, August 15, but resuming on Sunday, August 22, at Sam
Miller’s house in Woodgate. Call 850-459-3012 for more information.

2021/22 Elections are Tuesday, August 17
It’s time to elect BBMRA officers for another year and almost everyone has agreed to run for another term. Drew
Hackmeyer has asked to take a break as treasurer and the nominating Committee has pegged Neal Meadows as a
candidate to succeed Drew. Anyone can run for any office, however.
This year's Slate consists of the Following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

President - Andy J. Zimmerman
Vice President - Stacey Elliott
Treasurer - Neal Meadows
Secretary - Sheldon Harrison
Large Scale - Sam Miller
HO Division - Phil Weston
Small Scale - Garth Easton

Nominations will also be taken from the floor. However, while this is our Current Slate this does not mean it is a done
deal. If you would like to serve as a board officer, then please submit your name and the position you would like to
serve on to the Nominating Committee. The chair is Sam Miller and his email is sammiller61113@outlook.com

Should BBMRA Continue its Two-Day Show in June 2022?
From Andy Zimmerman:
This year we had a two-day show, and it was a success by any measure. We did well and the vendors did well. Most
were highly satisfied with the results. It is an added expense.
We will be voting on moving forward with another two-day show in 2022. The new board will vote on keeping it a
two-day show or reverting to a one-day show. We want your input. We need to hear from our members in good
standing! Please e-mail the President by clicking here: GNTrainman@comcast.net
You have seen the show report and heard the verbal reports; now let us hear from you.
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More Great Photos from the 30th Anniversary Show & Sale 2021

James Dodson running the O Gauge Disney Layout

Sam the Vendor – His LLC is Sam in Tallahassee

Who is this model train buff? Who knows?

The smile says it all!

Intense shoppers!

PMRC Wonderful Scale!
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More Wowsome! N Scale.

Another view of Bill and Trudie Bell

Jamie Valdez from Albany brought his awesome N Scale
layout and then joined BBMRA

I’ve been everywhere, Man! I’ve been everywhere.

Local professional photographer Bob O’Lary made these terrific photos of the show available to the club. Bob is a
long-time friend of Sam Miller and his father – in law – See the “I’ve been everywhere” photo – is in the Pensacola
Model Railroad Club. www.olary.com

With a heavy heart we mourn the loss of one of our own.
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The BBMRA Leadership has received notification that David Brazell and his Wife, Wanda, a longstanding BBMRA
member family, have passed.
From Andy Zimmerman, August 10:
Fellow Model Railroaders past and present, it is with a very heavy heart that I come before you today. The BBMRA
leadership received notice that a well-respected member, David Brazell, 64, of Tallahassee, passed away on Monday,
August 9, 2021, at TMH hospital, He was born on September 1, 1956, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to parents David
Malcolm and Sylvia Ann Brazell.
David was a well-respected and esteemed long-time member of our organization. David was preceded by his wife
Wanda just nine days before, on July 31.
After earning his Bachelors from University of Alabama, David remained a lifelong fan of the Crimson Tide. He then
graduated from Webster University of Saint Louis, MO, with a Masters in Aerospace Engineering. David proudly
served in the United States Air Force for 11 years, where he reached the rank of Captain and specialized in Space and
Missile Operations. As a civilian, David resided in Tallahassee and served the State of Florida for nearly 30 years with
most of his time spent with the Department of Revenue.
David was a man of integrity, a man of faith and an avid and talented modeler and model railroader. If you needed
someone to create a realistic load for you on a flat car or gondola David was the one you turned to. Want to go
Railfanning in Folkston? David was a wealth of knowledge! Need a Video of anything model railroad-related? David
was your guy!
David was a long-time member of the BBMRA, I joined in 2008, and others who have been members since 2002
remember him being a member as long as they had been. Unfortunately, I do not have membership rosters going
back that far but suffice it to say David was a foundational member. David Brazell, Dan King, and Larry Benson often
hung out at the meetings and the shows. Now I am sure they will regroup and hang out once more.
David was invaluable as the BBMRA's Media coordinator. He
arranged all the Press and coordinated interviews on TV and
radio. This was huge for me personally, the Club, and most
importantly the Show, as it took a heavy load off my shoulders
and brought the show to the public’s attention. All I had to do
is show up!
David’s presence will be missed by any that knew him. The
news came as a shock to us all and the impact will be felt on
many levels within the Club. There are some mighty big shoes
to fill.

Larry Benson, David Brazell, and Dan King

Our thoughts and prayers go out to David and Wanda’s family.
May the Good lord Keep them and comfort them through this
time.

Survivors include his children, Robert Benjamin Brazell (Dana) and Andrea Ruby Brazell-Bui (Hai); grandchildren Bryan
Brazell and Braden Brazell; mother Sylvia Ann Brazell; siblings William Brazell (Myra) and Kenneth Brazell.
David was preceded by his father David Malcolm Brazell, brother Donald Brazell, and most recently his wife of 44
years, Wanda Evon Brazell.
The family will be receiving friends for a visitation for both Wanda and David Brazell at Tallahassee's First Church of
the Nazarene on Monday, August 16, 2021, from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. Private interment will be held at Tallahassee
National Cemetery at a later date.
With this storm coming in on Monday (TS Fred possibly Hurricane Fred) Please refer to the pages below for any
possible changes in the viewing.
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You can review the full announcement for David by clicking "HERE"
You can review the full announcement for Wanda by clicking "HERE"
It is difficult to say goodbye to an old friend. David, you will be missed.

BBMRA Important Events in 2021!!
BBMRA meetings are the third Tuesday of each month. We have resumed meeting through Zoom only
for the next couple of months because of the COVID resurgence.
BBMRA Zoom: Go to Zoom Program or Internet site and use these codes.
Meeting ID: 873 5905 5848, Password:162465
Lionel Interest Group Operating Sessions: Not Sunday, August 15, but resuming August 22, at 1:30 p.m. at Sam
Miller’s house in Woodgate. Call 850-459-3012 for more information.
September 18-19, 2021: Wiregrass Annual Model Railroad Show & Sale, National Peanut Festival and Fairgrounds,
Dothan, AL.
December 4-5, 2021: 2021 Pensacola Railfest Model Train Show & Sale, Pensacola Interstate Fairgrounds, Building 1,
6655 Mobile Highway, Pensacola, 32526.

Roll on Big Boy, UP 4014 2021 Western Tour

Big Boy No. 4014 departed Cheyenne, Wyoming on Aug. 5, and will be
traveling through Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Illinois, Louisiana, Missouri,
Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas, and Wyoming. BBMRA member Tom Rush, his
wife, Cecil, and pup Maggie saw the Big Boy in Sidney, Nebraska in 2019 and
Tom is trying to figure out how to meet up with it later this month.
Tom found a new, terrific Big Boy YouTube video featuring a new song, “Roll
On, Big Boy.”
https://youtu.be/34kiNn5sHXY
Here is the 2021 Big Boy schedule in case any of you want to try and
scramble out there:
https://www.up.com/heritage/steam/schedule/index.htm
Here are Cecil and Maggie meeting Ed Dickens of UP 4014 in Sidney.

August BBMRA Meeting Program
We had Motrak Models slated to present however due to a scheduling conflict Jeff
needs to reschedule. Our program for August will now be Evans Designs, Shelly
and Dave will discuss their Product line. https://evandesigns.com/
September: Guest presenter will be Jon Stackpole, the Product Manager of the
Athearn Model Train Division, of Horizon Hobbies. www.Athearn.com
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Billboard Reefers out of the Past
Williamson Candy Company
By: Neal Meadows, Ed.D.
Atlas O Scale 3-rail Woodside Refrigerator
Car for the Williamson Candy Company.
Model # 8118-1 Road # NHX 5500.
This was a used one from an estate sale for
$78.19 plus $13.41 Shipping

Micro-Trains - N Scale - 40 ft Double
Sheathed Wood Reefer - Williamson Candy
Co. (NWX) #5500 - Gray Sides w/Brown Ends
& Roof, Black Lettering (SKU 489-04900740)
Original price $29.95. Available On: October
1, 2016

Atlas N Scale 40 ft Double Sheathed Wood
Reefer – Williamson Candy Co. (NWX) #5501.
Gray sides with brown ends and roof. Black
lettering was used. ATL-41539 Released
12/1/2008 and sold for $23.95.

This picture appears in the Billboard Refrigerator Cars Book by
Hendrickson & Kaminski, 2008 page 91.
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This 40’ double-sheathed wood reefer is light
brown with grey sides and runs on
Bettendorf trucks. Two were built in 1928,
these reefers were leased to the Williamson
Candy Company in October 1934 by the
North Western Refrigerator Line Co. Famous
for the “Oh Henry” candy bar, Williamson
Candy Company used this railcar at its
Brooklyn, Chicago, and San Francisco
manufacturing facilities in the 1930s through
the 1950s.

Oh Henry! and the Williamson
Candy Co., est. 1917
The Williamson Candy Company was located
at 4701 W. Armitage Ave. Chicago, Ill.
Introduced by the Williamson Candy Co. in 1920,
the Oh Henry! was the first of Chicago’s holy
trinity of chocolate/peanut/caramel candy bars,
pre-dating the Baby Ruth (Curtiss Candy Co.) by a
year* and Snickers (Mars, Inc.) by a decade. For
my money, it’s also still the best tasting of the
three, even if current sales numbers would suggest
otherwise.

which aired every Sunday evening at the time.

This particular 24-count display box from our
museum collection dates from around the early
1950s, when Oh Henry! was the self-described
“Public Energy Number One!” The slogan was
likely inspired by Williamson’s sponsorship tie-in
with the True Detective Mysteries radio drama,

Loyal listeners became quite familiar with the Oh Henry
commercial that ran before each broadcast:
[Sound of a ringing phone]
MAN’S VOICE: Hello? Hello?
WOMAN’S VOICE: Oh Henry?
MAN: Hold the phone! Hold the phone! It’s time for Oh Henry,
public energy number one!
RADIO ANNOUNCER: Yes, it’s time for Oh Henry, America’s famous candy bar, to present, transcribed, True Detective
Mysteries!
Much like radio itself, the Oh Henry was a bit “yesterday’s news” at the dawning of the TV era. Sales were still good
but compared with the sensation it had caused in the 1920s, the little bar in the yellow wrapper was now merely one
of many candies in the crowd. Even so, Oh Henry’s creator, George H. Williamson, never lost his luster among his
confectionery peers.
“Candy Man of the Century”
In 1957, on the occasion of his 69th birthday, a large banquet was held at the
Chicago Athletic Club in George Williamson ’s honor. Dozens of friends and
colleagues from across the country came to toast a man who’d made a name for
himself well beyond his one (and only) famous candy bar.
By now, Williamson [pictured here in his younger days] had served as president of
both the National Confectioners Association and Illinois Manufacturers
Association. He’d championed the cause of physically disabled workers while
chairing the Easter Seals committee and Illinois Association for the Crippled, and
he was one of the leading figures in the creation of the new lakefront convention
center that would become McCormick Place. George’s pals included famous
crooners (Bing Crosby) and crooks (Richard Nixon) alike, but his main factory at
4701 West Armitage Avenue seemed to reveal a fondness for his Chicago
employees, as well—with wanted ads in the ’50s inviting workers to enjoy “music while you work, rest periods,
cafeteria, and all benefits.”
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Williamson was hailed as the “candy man of the century” by the banquet’s attendees, and while there were certainly
a few other fellas with a rightful claim to that title, few could match the charm of the self-made man.
Born in Minneapolis in 1888 and raised in Chicago, Williamson was the
son of a city hall bookkeeper of Irish stock. As a teenager, young George
had to start paying his own way, and he did so selling newspapers—if
you’re picturing the classic flat-cap wearing newsie kid, that’s probably
quite accurate.
According to some accounts, Williamson eventually got a job with
the Bunte Brothers candy firm, pushing their goodies around town.
Over time, he became increasingly intrigued by the wonders of the
confectionery business, and by the age of 26, used most of his $1,000
life savings to buy his own tiny, sweet shop on Madison Street, across
from the Morrison Hotel [pictured]. Weirdly, this is almost the exact
same origin story ascribed to Emil Brach ten years prior, when he
supposedly used his Bunte experience and $1,000 in life savings to start
his first candy shop on North Avenue. Birds of a feather, I reckon. In any
case, it was a humble entry into the candy trade for George Williamson.
According to a 1925 syndicated article entitled “The Candy That Grew
Up”: “Williamson was the entire staff himself. He made the candies,
most of them, in a little kitchen in the rear. He was salesman through
the day and janitor at night. He dressed the windows and decorated the
store. But month by month the increasing sales proved that Williamson
knew how to retail candy.”
With his wife May serving as vice president and Charles Croker as secretary, George organized the Williamson Candy
Co. in an official capacity in 1917, and by 1920, he’d moved all his focus to manufacturing and distribution—
purchasing factory space in a three-story building at 1038
North Ashland Avenue. Two years later, he had abandoned
all his other confections to make the massively popular Oh
Henry his end all / be all product.
“In five years, the Williamson Candy Company, an Illinois
corporation, has climbed to the top in the candy
manufacturing business of America,” the Press Club of
Chicago reported in 1922. “Its specialty, the Oh Henry!
chocolate nut bar, is enjoying a wide sale because in it the
company has concentrated all its efforts and because its
blend comes not only of knowing candy but also people.”
Due to the tides of the marketplace, the Oh Henry! actually
had a lower retail price in 1952 (5 cents) that it had in 1922
(10 cents). To get rich selling something that cheap, it came
down to a “question of the good taste of the public and the
good will of the trade,” as George Williamson once put it.
The former 1920s era Williamson Candy factory at 1038
But in the candy game, “taste” isn’t just about how
N. Ashland Ave.
delicious something is. It is, as the Chicago Press Club
noted, about marketing to the sensibilities of your
customers. And sometimes, that starts with just picking the right name.
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Who the Hell Was Henry?
Along with sharing a hometown and most of the same ingredients, Oh Henry has a
couple of other things in common with its longtime nemesis, the Baby Ruth. For one,
they’re both now owned by the same giant corporation, Nestle. Secondly, both brands
have pop-culturally ambiguous human names—which, in turn, have inspired a lot of
revisionists mythologizing about their origins.
On the surface, the inspirations seem pretty cut and dry. “Baby Ruth” was clearly a play
on “Babe Ruth”—the country’s most famous athlete at the time of the candy bar’s
development. “Oh Henry,” similarly, was a tweak of “O. Henry”—one of the bestselling
writers of the early 20th century. And yet, thanks to America’s ever gullible faith in
corporate folklore, neither of those perfectly good explanations are popularly accepted
today.
As you can read about on our Curtiss page, the makers of the Baby Ruth went to great lengths to deny any
connection between their best-selling bar and the Great Bambino (almost certainly for legal reasons), claiming
instead that the name was an innocent homage to a former first daughter of the United States—the dearly departed
“Baby” Ruth Cleveland. The Williamson Candy Company, meanwhile, probably had fewer concerns about lawsuits
coming from the estate of O. Henry
(the writer, born William Sydney
Porter, had died in 1910), but they
certainly understood how
promoting a good origin story was
an important part of building a
brand identity. And so, they cooked
up a tale of their own.
The chocolate candy business was in its infancy in the early 1900s. Few firms existed. Americans did not eat
chocolate candy, and candy companies were unable to prevent their chocolate products from becoming stale quickly.
Milton Hershey founded his namesake company, Hershey Chocolate Company, in 1902 and was the first to
manufacture molded chocolate bars. Children were the main consumers of confectionaries and chose penny hard
candies over the more expensive chocolate bars.
The turning point for the chocolate bar candy industry was
World War I. Candy bars provided sugar and portable
sustenance to hungry soldiers. Hershey Chocolate Company
was the first candy company to supply chocolate bars to the
United States military in 1914. When they returned home,
the soldiers continued to buy chocolate bars. During World
War I, Hershey Chocolate Company had an average annual
income of $10 million ($127 million in 2010 dollars); by 1929,
annual revenues grew to $41 million ($2.2 billion in 2010
dollars).
A postwar crash in sugar prices helped manufacturers to enter the chocolate market for the first time and to sell
chocolate candy bars at lower prices. George Williamson launched the first ten-cent candy bar, the Oh Henry!, in
1920—selling approximately one hundred ten million bars per year by 1924. In 1921, Otto Schnering sold the first five
cent candy bar, the Baby Ruth, which forced Williamson, Hershey, and Mars to lower their prices to five cents per bar
(or 61 cents in 2010 value). At its peak in 1924, one and a half million Baby Ruth bars were sold per day in the United
States.
The World War I newcomers like Williamson, Schnering, and the Mars family were the first serious national rivals to
Milton Hershey. The chocolate candy market expanded so rapidly during the 1920s that Hershey and his competitors
generated $1 billion in sales in 1928. By 1930, Milton Hershey was focusing on his philanthropic ventures and leaving
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the daily management of Hershey Chocolate Company (and the problems of the newly competitive chocolate
market) to his corporate successors. Until his death in 1945, Milton Hershey remained chairman of his company and,
like Otto, regarded himself as the father of the Hershey corporate family. However, Hershey’s twenty-year-old
distribution network, brand name recognition, and political connections allowed the Hershey Chocolate Company to
maintain its dominance, even when threatened in the 1920s. Consequently, Hershey’s rivals needed to create
innovative candy bar recipes, sell those bars cheaply, and craft novel advertising/marketing campaigns to compete
against the Hershey juggernaut.
Except for Hershey, the major early-twentieth-century candy companies, like Curtiss Candy, Mars, Inc., and the
Williamson Company were all headquartered in Chicago. Chicago’s railway hub. Williamson Candy Co. utilized
refrigerator cars leased from North Western Refrigerator Line Co. with road numbers NWX 5500 and NWX 5501.
Chocolate was sold during the cooler months due to chocolate melting from heat. The reefers allowed shipping by
rail while ensuring safe arrival of the chocolate products.
The companies had access to key ingredients like milk, corn syrup, and sugar are typically cited as reasons for this
concentration. Its German community also played a pivotal role in establishing Chicago’s candy dominance. Germans
were noted candy makers and continued to make candy in America, albeit in small batches for their own
consumption. German prowess in candy making was first showcased in Chicago in 1893 at the World’s Columbian
Exposition. The German pavilion featured chocolate candy-making machinery that could create large batches of a
family’s candy recipe – inspiring a young Milton Hershey to purchase that equipment for his factory in Pennsylvania.
Chicago’s Germans and retailers also saw the business potential in those machines. Between 1900 and 1930, E.J.
Brach & Sons, Montgomery Ward, Marshall Field, Ferrara Pan Candy Co., Curtiss Candy Company, M.J. Holloway, and
Mars, Inc. either founded or established facilities in Chicago. The German pavilion at the World’s Columbian
Exposition advertised the chocolate candy making knowledge and candy-making machinery of German immigrants
that helped build the American chocolate candy business.

Part 5 The History and Operations of the Apalachicola Northern Railroad
Neal Meadows, Ed.D.

In July’s article we look at the history of the ANRR and the motive power that utilized. This information
continues the July 1993 article from the Railroad & Railfan Magazine about the ANRR. The information in
this part will focus on the steam motive power.

ANRR Motive Power
Steam

Apalachicola's first railroad engine steamed into
town on April 30, 1907, amid a town-wide
celebration. The Apalachicola Northern Railroad
(ANR) tracks entered town at the north end of
Market Street and ran parallel along Water Street to
its terminus at the Railroad Depot located near
Commerce Street and Avenue G. A spur of the rail
line extended to the south end of Water Street to
load seafood from the packing houses on the river.
The two businesses in the background were the
Riverside Café and the People’s Ice Company.
The emergence of railroads to North Florida in the
mid-1830s was propelled, in part, by a need for
more reliable shipping alternatives. Steamboats
ruled the river during the early to mid-1800s but were not always reliable, hindered constantly by
unpredictable river levels, snags, and mechanical problems.
The first efforts to establish rail travel to the area began many years before the effort was successful. In
1885, a group of Apalachicola businessmen secured a charter for the Apalachicola and Alabama Railroad
Company. The group hoped to build a rail line northward to connect to the Pensacola and Atlantic Railroad
network in Jackson County. Unable to secure financial backing for the endeavor, the rail plan was
abandoned until 1903, when North Florida businessman Charles B. Duff and partners chartered the
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Apalachicola Northern Railroad (ANR). Construction began in 1905 and trains began running north from
Apalachicola in 1907. From Apalachicola, the ANR route ran north of Apalachicola to Chattahoochee where
an interchange was made with the Atlantic coast Line. An extension to Port St. Joe was completed in 1910.
Rail commerce flourished in the area until the timber resources started to dwindle in the 1920s. In 1933, the
railroad was purchased by Alfred I. duPont to service the St. Joe Paper Company mill in Port St. Joe which
operated there from 1936 to 1996.
Variety and change were the most notable aspects of the AN
steam roster. The AN owned 21 different locomotives of five
different wheel arrangements in the space of just 44 years.
Most of these were second hand, but the AN did buy new from
the builders: Baldwin 4-4-0 No. 100, Richmond 4-6-0 No. 150,
and 200 with 201, an identical pair of Alco/ Cooke 2-8-0s.
In the early years, the AN burned what it hauled, and all its
locomotives were wood burners until 1924. Photos from those
years show the ANRR locomotives fitted with a variety of
balloon and diamond stacks. Coal was burned from 1924 until
1940, after which cheap bunker Coal was available right at the
mill in Port St. Joe. The 510 and 515, two of the ex-FEC
Pacifics, arrived as oil burners, so the Port St. Joe shops decided to convert the remaining roster to burn
oil. (The AN did a creative renumbering job on the 510 and 515. They had arrived as 150 and 155. The FEC
used cab mounted raised metal plates to number their
locomotives, and the AN shop simply swapped the first two
numbers on the plates to arrive at 510 and 515.)
From the late 1920s until after World War II, many AN
locomotives carried long pointed pilots made of strap iron
latticework fitted closely to the rails. While the AN presently
runs through a nearly unbroken forest, in those days the
area was mostly cutover forest land. It was open range with
many free roaming cattle grazing on it. The right-of-way was
unfenced, and it was not unusual to hit several cows on a
trip to Chattahoochee. The impressive pilots were an effort
to deflect the errant bovines, keeping them from getting
under the front of a locomotive and causing a derailment.

Apalachicola Northern
#150
• BUILDER: Baldwin Locomotive Works
• ARRANGEMENT:4-6-0 Ten-Wheeler
• BUILT:1901, Baldwin
#18787
• FUEL: oil/water
• NOTES:
• ex Georgia & Florida
#204

Port St. Joe, FL/ Apr 1948
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Apalachicola Northern
#200
• BUILDER: ALCO Cooke
• ARRANGEMENT:4-6-0 Ten-Wheeler
• BUILT:1922, Cooke #63283
• FUEL: coal/water
• NOTES:
• BUILT for
Apalachicola Northern
to Helena Southwestern #200, 1949

Port St. Joe, FL/ Apr 1948

Apalachicola Northern
#300
• BUILDER: ALCO Schenectady
• ARRANGEMENT:4-6-2 Pacific
• BUILT:1913, Alco #53904
• FUEL: oil/water
• NOTES:
• ex GC&L #745

Port St. Joe, FL/ Apr 1948

Apalachicola Northern
#301
• BUILDER: ALCO Schenectady
• ARRANGEMENT:4-6-2 Pacific
• BUILT:1912, Alco
#53900
• FUEL: oil/water
• NOTES:
• ex GC&L #744

Port St. Joe, FL/ Apr 1948

This is also # 301 taken in 1951.
Notice the Doodlebug parked in the
left rear of the locomotive

Port St. Joe, FL/ Aug 1951
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Apalachicola Northern
#510
• BUILDER: ALCO Richmond
• ARRANGEMENT:4-6-2 Pacific
• BUILT:1920, Alco #61771
• FUEL: oil/water
• NOTES:
• ex Florida East
Coast#150 later to
GC&L #852

Port St. Joe, FL/ Apr 1948
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1972 Official Guide

2005 route map

1994 Official Guide

Next month in Part 6, we will focus on the diesel motive power for the ANRR.
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Minutes for the BBMRA Meeting of July 20, 2021
Presented by Sheldon Harrison, Secretary

President Andy Zimmerman called the meeting, held on July 20, to order for the first time in person since February
2020 at the Capital City Christian Church at 6115 Mahan Drive at about 7:48 PM. There was a delay as setup for the
hybrid virtual meeting option was being undertaken. There were 11 attendees in person and eight online.
Minutes – A motion to accept the minutes with corrections from the June meeting was forwarded by Bob Feuerstein
and seconded by Neal Meadows. The motion was accepted and passed without objection.
Treasurer’s Report – Drew Hackmeyer gave an overview of the accounts, including show receipts. We did very well
and have the most funds ever from a show. Drew mentioned that we have 49 paid members as of the meeting date
with seven paid through 2022, which is unchanged from last month’s total. Drew mentioned some bureaucratic
issues with the bank when we took in the proceeds. The report was shared on screen for everybody’s perusal and
discussed accordingly. Note that the BBMRA does not report the actual financial information in the Treasurer’s
Report in the minutes, but paid club members may request the details at any time. We gained seven new members
at the show, though the member total mentioned does not reflect all changes. The report was moved by Neal and
seconded by Tracy Elliott and Phil Weston. (They acted simultaneously). The motion was passed without objection.
Division Reports
Small Scale – Garth Easton, who was online, thanked everybody for coming out and helping during the show and
stated it was a good show.
Large Scale – Sam Miller, also an online participant, mentioned the show was terrific and the group is very pleased
with how it turned out. He also mentioned that new modules are in the works, some of which have animations etc.
for next year and the group is excited/looking forward to the events.
HO – Phil Weston mentioned the HO layout was very successful with 41 modules translating to over four scale miles.
He was pleased with the assistance rendered by everyone such as to vendors, setup etc. President Andy did
commend the HO group on the quality of the layout and challenged the group to keep it up and continue improving.
Switching Layout – Joe was online but had nothing to report. The Switching layout was not operated at the show.
Good of the Group – Bob Feuerstein mentioned that President Andy Zimmerman received his Golden Spike award
from the NMRA for modeling exhibited at the show. He also brought up that the NMRA Sunshine Region Northern
Division, which conducted meetings and workshops during the show, is open to doing this again next year, but
looking for an improved location, particularly one where background sound is minimized. Bob also mentioned
general themes regarding the NMRA AP program and there was general encouragement for others to get involved
with the NMRA. There was then some general discussion regarding the NMRA, the new president, general discussion
about the show, the marketing of the show etc.
Discussion continued regarding whether we should retain the two-day show format or revert to the Saturday only
show. The membership will be invited to comment and submit their opinions. Further communication on this will be
forthcoming.
The following is the new officer slate for the next year to be elected during the August meeting.
Officer Slate •

Andy Zimmerman– President

•

Stacy Elliot – Vice President

•

Neal Meadows – Treasurer

•

Sheldon Harrison – Secretary
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Completing the board would be the Division Coordinators who will serve another term if elected by their divisions as
expected: Small Scale, Garth Easton, HO, Phil Weston, and Large Scale, Sam Miller.
Andy Zimmerman said he would be appointing outgoing treasurer Drew Hackmeyer as chair of the Membership
Committee
Vice President Stacy asked if we could publish the slate widely to encourage more participation in this process.
The business portion of the meeting was then concluded at 9:15 PM.
Submitted by Sheldon Harrison
Sam Miller & Neal Meadows hope you enjoy
this issue of the Lantern. We have had a
good time getting it ready for your viewing
pleasure.
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